The Ultimate Turf Protection

World’s No.1 for Turf Protection

Transform your Pitch from a
Cost Centre to a Profit Centre
No matter the climate, location or event,
Terraplas has the Ultimate Solution

www.terraplas.com

TRUSTED BY MULTI-USE NATIONAL STADIUMS ACROSS THE GLOBE
Terraplas is the undisputed ‘World Leader in Turf Protection’. Having pioneered the first protection system for
quality stadium turf in 1991, Terraplas continues to lead the industry through continuous innovation in cuttingedge design, production and material technology.
Only Terraplas’ benchmarked engineered design delivers the ultimate protection from the devastating
effects of thousands of fans walking, standing, dancing and jumping on top of the covered playing surface.
The field covering was the best I have ever worked on
Verdeyen - Stageco
“Hendrik
”
As a true protection system, Terraplas presents venues with the opportunity to be multi-use and maximise
their revenue streams through hosting a wide range of events within a short time-frame, all while retaining a
top-quality playing surface.
This year we faced a challenge to stage a ‘Depeche Mode’ concert and conduct a
“football
match the next day. The pitch sustained no damage due to the protective cover
(terratile®) …. everyone was impressed by the turf condition after the concert. The football
field was in perfect condition.
Victor Yaromenko NSC Olimpiyskiy – Kiev

”

By offering the very latest-generation systems, Terraplas delivers the Ultimate Turf Protection.
After 10 days there was no damage. 30,000 people on the field... Nobody slipped or
“
fell despite every type of fluid you could imagine on it. The field looks great thanks to the
product.

Robbie Williams’ site manager stated it is the best product he has ever seen.
“Peter
”
Cronin - Major Sports Facilities Authority/MSFA (Australia)

Integrated anti-slip
top surface for
optimum comfort
and safety.

The world’s only
Turf Protection system
manufactured from truly
translucent HDPE
material that allows for
continuous photosynthesis,
which ensures optimal
turf health, together with a
30 year UV degradation
guarantee.

UNRIVALLED 27-YEAR PROVEN WORLDWIDE TRACK RECORD
WHAT THE INDUSTRY HAS TO SAY:
Terraplas’ clients share their experiences of our world-leading products:
MIAMI MARLINS
Marlins Ballpark was the first stadium to purchase the terratrak® line-up. With their two-part system they have
the ultimate in flexibility, with terratrak plus ® allowing them to bring 100-ton cranes and large forklifts onto the
field for stage setup and terratrak-WF ® providing the ultimate in turf protection. The two products connect
seamlessly to present a completely monolithic floor, resulting in the safest and finest protection system
available on the market today.
From the start we planned to invest in a protective turf cover
“
that would give us the most flexibility to pursue non-sports events

and a good opportunity to go after corporate events. We
acquired terratrak-WF® and terratrak plus® (drivable) and are
positive that investment in Terraplas will pay off.

”

Claude Delorme, Executive VP, Operations & Events,
Miami Marlins Ballpark

WEMBLEY NATIONAL STADIUM
Having worked with Terraplas from the system’s inception,
Wembley National Stadium is in the unique position of having
used Terraplas products on a continuous basis for the last
27-years.
As Wembley's Sales and Events Director I remember the first
“
Terraplas installation at Wembley. As we tried to solve the

challenges of not only offering the world’s best soccer pitch
surface but the economics of needing increased stadium event
activity and multi-day concerts, Terraplas was the answer we
needed. Wembley, in working on development with Terraplas, led
the way for the world’s stadiums looking to expand their activity
while protecting their grass pitches. It has been great since those
innovatory beginnings in ‘91 to advise others the advantages of
the practical and cost benefits in using the system and to watch
Terraplas expand and become the world-leader.
Roger Edwards, former Sales & Events Director,
Wembley National Stadium.

”

MOSES MABHIDA STADIUM (World Cup 2010 Host Venue).
Legacy and sustainability are key elements of every modern multi-purpose stadium’s New Build or Renovation
plan, especially if the venue will play host to a large-scale event, like a FIFA World Cup, CAF, CAN or UEFA
European Championship.
Using Terraplas allowed us to implement and witness valuable
“
changes, including: increased play on the pitch and an
increased number of concerts. Moses Mabhida Stadium is very
popular and a ‘lush green pitch’ is one of many factors that
attract customers. You are not judged just on ‘how good your
pitch looks’ but by ‘how good your pitch looks and plays after
a game or event’. Terraplas are highly professional and help us
maintain international standards.
Kevin Gramoney, Head Groundsman, Moses Mabhida Stadium

”

VIRTUALLY EVERY SYSTEM MANUFACTURED SINCE 1991 IS STILL IN USE!
Ukraine’s NSC Olimpiyskiy and Donbass Arena are perfect examples
of stadiums that strive to achieve maximum Return On Investment,
while sustaining hectic sporting & non-sporting timetables.
DONBASS ARENA (EURO 2012 Venue)
FC Shakhtar Donetsk practices high-speed,
“
technical football, which means the main goal for

Donbass Arena is to provide a quality pitch that
can meet this requirement throughout the year.
During non-football related events and concerts
we use Terraplas’ pitch protection cover. Our pitch
is maintained to the highest level, complying with
the demands of the home team and providing
opportunities to maximise commercial events.
Alexander Atamanenko, CEO, Donbass Arena

NSC OLIMPIYSKIY (EURO 2012 Venue)
I am very happy with the results of usage of Terraplas
“
Company's protective cover. For the two years since

reconstruction of the Stadium, we have held 5 events using
full cover of the field and several events with partial cover of
the venue. Because of its unique design, the protection system
not only protects turf from mechanical damage, but also
allows the grass to "breathe", letting water and sun light into it.
This year we faced a challenge to stage a Depeche Mode
concert and conduct a football match the next day.
The pitch sustained no damage due to the protective cover
and following small treatment of the grass, no trace of the 12
thousand people was noticed. Everybody was impressed by
the turf condition after the concert. The football field was
in perfect condition.
Victor Yaromenko

”

The Head of the Agronomist Department,
NSC Olimpiyskiy – Kiev

BC PLACE STADIUM, Vancouver
BC Place is a truly multipurpose stadium venue, hosting events

“
on a year-round calendar. As well as Vancouver’s home of

Monster Jam Monster Trucks, the Vancouver International Boat Show,
BC Home & Garden Show, world class concerts and more,
BC Place is home to both the BC Lions Football Club of the CFL
and Vancouver Whitecaps FC of the MLS. Terracover “V” from
Terraplas is a key component used in protecting our Polytan
playing surface.

”

Duncan Blomfield, Manager - Marketing & Communications,
BC Place.

IN EXCESS OF 1 MILLION SQUARE METRES SOLD TO DATE
Stadium & Arena Managers and Event Directors have a common goal when it comes to Turf Protection and
that is to source a quality solution that allows multi-use while fully protecting their most valuable asset; the
turf. Terraplas has a number of world-leading solutions that ensure this objective, while also guaranteeing the
following:
•

Revenue-Generation

•

Demonstrated Longevity

•

Optimal Turf Care

•

Eco Friendly

•

Operational Cost-Savings

•

Proven Worldwide

•

Benchmark Engineered Technology

•

Performs in Any Climate

ANZ Stadium, Brisbane, Australia

Emirates Stadium, London, UK

NSC Olimpiyskiy, Kiev, Ukraine

Randwick Racecourse, Sydney, Australia

Ohio State University, USA

Dinamo Arena, Tbilisi, Georgia

University of Montana, USA

No matter the climate, location or event,
Terraplas has the Ultimate Solution
TERRAPLAS - The Facts:
•

Terraplas products are globally recognised as the finest quality turf protection systems available.

•

The unparalleled proven longevity of Terraplas products demonstrates what makes them unbeatable
value for money.

•

Only Terraplas offers systems manufactured from truly translucent HDPE, which allows continuous
photosynthesis, ensuring optimal turf health, strength & growth together with an industry-leading
30 year UV degradation guarantee.

•

Terraplas’ unique vertical camlock systems help to make the safest, most secure cover systems
in the world.

terraplas®
terratrak-WF®

PREMIUM TURF PROTECTION

terraflor®
terratile®

BUDGET TURF PROTECTION

terraturf®

Aviva Stadium
Dublin
BC Place
Vancouver
Target Field
Minneapolis

OPTIMUM TURF PROTECTION

Bank of America Stadium
Charlotte

terracover”V”®

Wembley Stadium
London

terratrak plus®

Stade des Alpes
Grenoble

DRIVEABLE STADIUM ACCESS

Sultan Qaboos
Stadium, Oman

Dinamo Arena
Tbilisi

Dubai
Sports City

Durham Bulls
North Carolina

Folsom Field
Colorado

National Mall
Washington

BC Place
Vancouver

Wembley Stadium
London

TERRAPLAS OFFERS THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION, WHATEVER THE EVENT…

For more product information and worldwide distributors visit: www.terraplas.com
Checkers Safety Group UK Ltd t/a Terraplas
The Barn, Hall Farm House, High Street,
Castle Donington. Derby. DE74 2PP. UK.
T: +44 (0)1332 812813
E: terraplas@checkers-safety.com

